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Low-Code Self-Service Development Environment for API and EDI Integration

Your business is facing elevated expectations to improve customer experience all around. Meeting these new 
demands requires increased integration agility to optimize performance across your ecosystem, driving up 
revenue and expanding channels.  

A lack of control over your integration environment can make it impossible to support these requirements. Your 
business may lack agility due to reliance on expensive services-only integration outsourcing. Or be slow to adapt 
existing business models because of the inability to support eCommerce applications requiring API integration. 
Failure to overcome these gaps gives your competition the advantage. 

CIC Studio gives back full integration control. With a rich self-service integration environment, CIC Studio brings 
full-featured self-service integration capabilities to design, build, and optimize end-to-end business processes. 
Your team can orchestrate elegant dataflows, update maps, and quickly make changes to backend integrations 
through a low-code development experience that puts your team in the driver’s seat.

With CIC Studio, Cleo customers gain

1. Hands-on control across end-to-end integrations

2. Rich API and EDI integration capabilities with a low-code experience

3. Powerful runtime for fully automated revenue-driving business processes

CIC Studio enables self-service control over your API and EDI dataflows with the ability to orchestrate new 
business process, optimize existing integrations, and manage change requirements with unrivaled agility.
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CIC Studio is the self-
service integration 
environment of Cleo 
Integration Cloud 
providing your teams with 
a low-code development 
experience to rapidly 
create, enhance, and 
publish integrations 
with all-out control and 
confidence.

1. Take back integration control
Reduce reliance on specialized services with fully realized self-service integration that puts you in the design-
time driver’s seat

2. Maximize business agility 
Low-code development to more easily manage integration change requirements and evolving business demands 
to stay ahead of business SLAs 

3. Eliminate the support queue
With integration command over your business processes, maps and dataflows, you no longer need to ask 
support to make changes on your behalf

4. Reduce manual touchpoints
Powerful runtime automation to fully-automate sophisticated end-to-end business processes and integration to 
eliminate errors and decrease cost

5. Propel ecosystem growth
Optimize the total cost of ownership by reducing integration services expenditure and scale your business 
through self-service onboarding

BENEFITS
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About Cleo Integration Cloud 

Cleo Integration Cloud (CIC) is a cloud-based integration platform, purpose-built 
to design, build, operate and optimize critical ecosystem integration processes.  
The CIC platform brings end-to-end integration visibility across API, EDI and non-
EDI integrations that gives technical and business users the confidence to rapidly 
onboard trading partners, enable integration between applications, and accelerate 
revenue-generating business processes.  On the platform, businesses have the 
choice of self-service, managed services, or a blended approach – ensuring 
complete flexibility and control over their B2B integration strategy.

Recognized “Leader” in iPaaS 
and EDI categories on G2 Crowd

Self-Service Integration 
Take the wheel with rich integration development designed for complete control and ramp up your business 
agility

Integration Control
Take command of your integration with a powerful environment to design, build, and optimize end-to-end 
business processes

Powerful API Integration
Seamlessly connect and integrate applications with CIC Connectors & APIs to reduce coding requirements and 
development hours to speed the time to business

Low-Code User Experience
Empower your team with a powerful environment to design and build integrations leveraging prebuilt application 
connectors and integration and business process schema reuse for fast configuration and implementation

Robust B2B Integration
Leverage CIC Engine for robust connectivity & any-to-any data transformation with support for EDI (X12, 
Tradacoms, EDIFACT) and non-EDI (JSON, XML, flat file, spreadsheet)

Hands-On Troubleshooting
Rapidly manage exceptions to accelerate time to resolution, protect business SLAs, and improve customer 
experience

KEY FEATURES


